
ILP Package Benefits:

• Leverage technology that will improve  

 e�ciencies across your entire Agency

• Improve o�cer safety with enhanced  

 situational awareness

• Save over 75% (on average) compared  

 to deploying these technologies   

 individually

• Reduce crime and save lives

Stretched budgets and decreased grants have limited agencies 
from deploying technology as broadly as they would like.  Now, 
vigilant solutions introduces a way for agencies of all sizes to easily 
deploy and a�ord a comprehensive suite of technology solutions 
that may otherwise be unattainable.  License plate recognition (lpr) 
system(s), unlimited use of lpr data from vigilant’s national network 
of over 2.5 billion detections, a turnkey facial recognition solution, 
hosted learn lpr analytic software, and a new mobile application 
for agency-wide deployment - this is all available to you today. 
Vigilant introduces its Intelligence-Led Policing package.    

Intelligence-Led Policing (ILP)



INSTANT RECOGNITION. DEFINITIVE ACTION.

Enabling Early Identification and Early Apprehension
Everyone in law enforcement ultimately wants to reduce and deter crime.  Intelligence-Led Policing provides you 

with tools to do this by generating additional investigative leads that allow you to prevent future crimes from 

occurring through early apprehension.  ILP also improves o�cer safety through enhanced situational awareness.  

Protect your community and your o�cers with ILP - Contact us today.
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ILP includes an agency-wide license to LEARN.  From the simplest of LPR 

queries to the most complex analytics (made easy), LEARN helps you make 

use of  the LPR data you have available.

LEARN® Analytic Software

ILP includes unlimited use of Vigilant’s hosted LPR database (NVLS) of over 

2 billion detections from around the country, accessible via LEARN.

LPR Data

Every agency needs LPR to improve e�ciencies.  Every ILP package contains a 

prescribed number of mobile or �xed LPR to �t the needs of your agency and 

community.

LPR System(s)

Accessible from any web browser and/or your Mobile Companion application, 

FaceSearch con�rms identities and generates leads by matching against your 

uploaded gallery as well as Vigilant’s own available data.

FaceSearch® Facial Recognition

Vigilant’s Mobile Companion app allows everyone in your agency to bene�t from 

ILP.  Use LEARN analytics, scan license plates, and use FaceSearch - all from the 

palm of your hand!

Mobile Companion®

Intelligence-Led Policing (ILP)
Save over 75% on average compared to deploying individual technologies.


